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Dreams are simply daydreaming while asleep. Dreams however are visual hallucinations as opposed to mere
visual recall. This profound difference is caused by sleep, the fact that we are in an altered state of
consciousness while asleep. Life After Death is the same thing.... microtubule‐dreaming is a far different state
of consciousness than ordinary waking.... and in this case it is a full blown (all 5‐senses) hallucinatory world
called Heaven. This phenomenological similarity between Dreaming and Life After Death is remarkable... and
is certainly the original historical argument for the existence of Life After Death. Quite recently a "2nd line of
argument" has now become the existence of "microtubule‐consciousness" so called... and it's super
phenomenal characteristics which actually makes such a thing as Life After Death scientifically plausible! For
those not familiar with microtubules let me brief you. It's been recently discovered neurons are full of
microscopic hollow tubes called microtubules shown below and light travels thru them and memory is
recorded in them by light. Microtubules inside a neuron Magnified 250,000 times Light inside a microtubule
Microtubules remain alive for 30 minutes after death, and I believe that Life After Death is caused by these
optical signals. Light is so fast it can download a 3 year (proper time) Afterlife in a split second just like a
computer downloads a 3 hour movie in a few seconds. The uT system must store neuronal sequences,
otherwise you wouldn't be able to remember anything. Ordinarily these memories are "recalled" at the uT
level and played back slowly by the microtubule system at neuronal speed, but it could play them back at full
microtubule speed in a special channel, if say, the neuronal system which normally receives them was
discovered to be dead (flatlined)! So this must be what the microtubule Life After Death channel does... it
plays back 3 years of 100 Hz neuronal memory at microtubule speed, 1015 Hz, in 0.1 millisecond... a trillion to
1 speedup, but in this case the neuronal system is no longer "you, the observer", the microtubule system IS !
Therefore, the observer‘s "proper time" is the same for this new "uT observer" ! So while the bedside observer
sees the person die in a few seconds, the dearly departed would spend 3 years in Heaven (his wristwatch
time) during the same instant. While this may seem amazing to non‐scientific readers, it is routine to Relativity
physicists who experimentally see it in atomic physics experiments every day. So, this microtubule system is so
fast, it can actually beat death! Any kind of death... even a lightning bolt!
Finally, the all important argument for this theory, is the notion that while the neuronal system cannot
produce a "glorified body", the microtubule system can. The reason for this I believe is because the existing
neurons that would have been connected to the "missing growth deficit body cells" are not capable of actually
"firing" so they never appear in a dream (the former fact is evidenced by the rare but well known accidental
firing of these unconnected neurons causing a congenitally missing phantom limb to suddenly appear, full
sized) . So while we never achieve a glorified body in a dream, I believe the microtubule system inside these
normally "inactive growth deficit neurons" is largely functional so that the microtubule system as a whole,
does possess a "glorified body" (a phantom fully grown body similar to a phantom limb), but quite obviously
the only place it could appear is in the Afterlife, since it is exclusively a microtubular phantom. It appears to
me then entirely scientifically plausible, that we do end life as Angels in a spiritual world! Therefore, I conclude
from this startling new evidence, that Life After Death, is today scientifically very plausible! George Hammond,
Hyannis, Sept. 30, 2017 Reference: For more details see my article also on academia.edu entitled Evidence
Microtubules Cause Life After Death and for an even more comprehensive treatment, see my paper also on
this academia.edu website entitled Life After Death.

